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Ryans Automotive can help

workshops unlock their A/C

potential with a wide range of

equipment, cost effective consumables

and its own expertise in this growing

sector.

The company offers a range of

Moratech air-con service machines,

with models and capacities to suit

vehicles of all sizes including cars, light

commercials, trucks, busses and

tractors. Moractech equipment is Italian

manufactured and comes with a 3 year

warranty and lifetime warranty on the

pump. The units are easy to use and

can be supplied in versions for both

R134A and R1234YF refrigerant. The

equipment, which is used and

recommended by prestigious car

makers such as Ferrari and

Lamborghini, is also compatible with

hybrid vehicles. 

Free training is provided by Ryans

Automotive with each air-con

equipment package and the company

can also provide servicing and

calibrations of the equipment, from its

own local Irish based service engineers.

As well as AC machines, Ryans

Automotive also stocks a wide range of

AC tools, consumables and parts. This

includes replacement R134A and

R1234YF gas cylinders, leak detection

tools, A/C oils, general A/C repair tools

and repair kits, replacement and extra-

long service hoses and new genuine

compressors for cars and tractors. It

also keeps in stock a wide range of A/C

machine service and repair parts to

minimise unit downtime.

For more information call
Ryans Automotive on 051-424-799,
or visit www.ryansautomotive.ie.

Unlock air-con
opportunities with
Ryans Automotive

Demonstrating its crucial understanding of

the importance of a good power to weight

ratio when it comes to impact wrenches, Chicago

Pneumatic is now offering three prime examples

for a wide variety of applications.

The recently launched CP7748 ½” impact

wrench weighs in at just 2 kg, yet delivers 1,300

Nm of power in forward and reverse. With more

power than its predecessor, it delivers improved

efficiency and reduced operation time. At the

heart of the design is an innovative

forward/reverse and power control ring system,

this is more ergonomic and easier to use single

handed, by turning the ring from anywhere

around the tool. The tool also has two

different settings in the forward position (40%

of maximum power and full power) and a full

power setting in reverse. 

The CP7737 angle impact wrench features

compact design, low weight, high power and

excellent durability. The design delivers

maximum torque in confined areas. This ½”

angle impact wrench is capable of providing

mechanics with 300Nm of maximum torque in

reverse. It is designed with a direct drive

system and a jumbo hammer mechanism with

steel motor to provide the operator with a durable

and efficient tool.

The CP7762 is the first ‘True’ stubby wrench.

This ¾” Impact Wrench measures just 158.7mm

in length and weighs a mere 3.0 kg. It is equipped

with a rugged steel motor that delivers a powerful

1420 Nm in reverse. Featuring a twin hammer

action and an aluminium housing, the tool can

deliver optimum performance in the toughest

operating environment. The tool is well-balanced

and features an ergonomic P-handle with full

teasing trigger. 

CP trio offer productivity boosting power
to weight ratio 

Question: A 2009 Fiat Punto
Evo is in for a routine service

and we have discovered an

engine coolant leak from

around the intake manifold

area. We have carried out a

pressure check on the cooling

system but cannot see where

the coolant leak is originating

from. Is this something that has

been reported before?

Answer: This fault has been
reported by other Fiat owners on several

models with 1.6/2.0 diesel engines up to

15/10/09. The fault is with the intake manifold

gasket, which has failed due to diesel fuel

contamination. When pressure testing the

cooling system, pay special attention to the

area indicated Fig.1. Replace the black

coloured intake manifold gaskets with

modified green coloured gaskets. Carry out a

pressure test on the cooling system after the

repair, to check the coolant leak has been

eradicated.

Fiat Punto Evo - Coolant leak from intake
manifold area

Location of leak caused by fuel contamination


